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About This Content

Boston Airport' was opened by the United States Army in 1923 with a single 1500 foot (457 m) runway located within 189 acres
(76 ha) of tidal flats four miles from downtown Boston. In twenty years the airport grew to over 2000 acres (809 ha), mainly
through using landfill to fill a portion Boston Harbor and incorporating three islands: Governors, Noddle's and Apple. The

airfield was renamed General Edward Lawrence Logan International Airport in 1943.
Today Logan covers 2,384 acres (965ha), has six runways and four terminals (A, B, C and E).

Logan is not a hub airport for a major airline. Even so, in 2010 KBOS was ranked 21st busiest airport in North American
and saw 352,643 aircraft movements (ranked 28th in the world), 27.5 million passengers and 259,5000 metric tonnes of cargo.

International airlines make up a significant portion of the traffic utilizing the airfield.On average Boston experiences 950
aircraft movements each day.
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Minimum:

OS: 64 bit Windows 7 Pro / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB dedicated video card

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires Tower!3D Pro

English
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Another Solid DLC airport for the game. The traffic I have found can be compared to JFK or LA if you only own the base
game Busy but not insane. Like most of the DLC airports I would only recommend you pick this up if you have some hours
under your belt as this airport can become very challenging.

The only thing I can complain about is the marketing really literally Nothing on Steam News section of the Library the only way
you would know this dlc was out is if you load up the game or are a regular visitor to the Developers Website so if that could be
Rectified then no complaints here.

Finally if you would like to get a taste of what this airport is like to play then be sure to check out a video of it here 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mRXW54E44GA
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